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Abstract 
We show that the lattice graphs (grids) and one other family of graphs are characterized by the 
properties of being reduced, not having 3-claws, and having disconnected p-graphs. 
1. Introduction 
In this note, we characterize two families of graphs by certain ‘geometric’ properties, 
The first family is that of the lattice graphs. An m x n lattice graph is a graph with 
vertex set M x N, where M and N are sets of cardinality m and n, respectively, where 
two distinct vertices are adjacent if and only if they have a common coordinate. (Here 
m and n may be arbitrary cardinal numbers.) The second family is defined on cyclically 
ordered sets with Z,-valuation, as follows. 
Let (A, <) be a linearly ordered set, and letf: A+Z3 be an arbitrary map. Then we 
can define a graph r = T(A, <, f) with vertex set A by letting two elements a, b of A be 
adjacent whenever either f(a) =f(b), or (a> b and f(a)=f(b)+ 1) or (a < b and 
f(a) =f(b) - 1). 
[This graph r only depends on the cyclic order defined by <: if Al is an 
initial segment of A, and we let <’ be the linear order such that if be Al and 
UEA\A, then u<‘b, and otherwise u<‘b if and only if a< b, and we let 
f’ : A-Z, be the map defined by f’(u)=_/-(a)+ 1 if UEA, and f’(u) =f(u) 
otherwise, then r= T(A, <‘,f’). We may also remark that T(A, <, f)= 
T(A, >, -f)=T(A, <,f+i) for ieiZ3.] 
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We call a graph r= T(A, <,f) an N-graph when the following conditions are 
fulfilled: 
(la) If A is an immediate successor of a (i.e. if a <b and there is no element c with 
a<c<b), thenf(b)=f(a)+l. 
(lb) If A has an infimum a and a supremum b, thenf(a)=f(b). 
(2) If a < b andf(u) =f(b), then there is an element c with a < c <b andf(c) =f(a) + 1 
(and an element d with a < d < b andf(d) =f(u)- 1). 
[Note that the parenthetical requirement in (2) is superfluous - it follows from the 
other requirements.] 
Clearly, up to isomorphism, the finite N-graphs are precisely the graphs N,,, that 
have vertex set (0, 1,2, . . . . 3m}, and where the vertices i and j (with j>i, say) are 
adjacent whenever j - if 2 (mod 3). (Thus, N 1 is a quadrangle, and Nz is isomorphic to 
- 
C,, the complement of a 7-cycle.) 
For a vertex CI of a graph r, we denote by CI’ the set of vertices of r at distance at 
most one to ~1. 
Theorem 1.1. Let r=( V, E) be a connected and not complete graph satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) r has no 3-claws; 
(ii) For any two vertices c1 and fi at distance two, the induced subgraph a’@’ is 
disconnected; 
(iii) For any two distinct vertices o! and /I, we have CC’ #f?‘. 
Then r is isomorphic to a lattice graph, or to an N-graph. 
Note that the lattice graphs and the N-graphs are connected and satisfy (i)-(iii); in 
fact the lattice graphs 2 x n and the N-graphs (and, more generally, the graphs 
T(A, <, f)) do not even have 3-cocliques. An m x n lattice graph is complete precisely 
when m = 1 or n = 1; an N-graph is complete if and only if it has only one vertex. 
This research was motivated by work of the second author on local characteriza- 
tions of Johnson and Grassmann graphs. In [l] all finite graphs r are classified whose 
local graphs have no 3-claws and that have the property that all subgraphs a’@’ (for 
vertices c(, p at distance 2) are isomorphic. (One finds the Grassmann graphs, the 
Johnson graphs and certain quotients of it, the Schlafli graph, the Gosset graph, the 
Clebsch graph, the Higman-Sims graph, and a few others.) The above theorem is used 
as an auxiliary result in that investigation. 
Throughout this paper, a graph is a pair (V, E), where V is a set, and E is a set of 
unordered pairs of elements of V. The elements of V and E are called vertices and 
edges, respectively. We say that a vertex c( is adjacent to a vertex /I if (~1, fi} is an edge. 
For a subset A of V, the subgraph induced on A is the pair (A, EA), where EA is the 
set of all unordered pairs of elements of A which are elements of E. We often simply 
denote this subgraph by A. A clique is a complete subgraph (a subgraph A such that 
EA is the set of all unordered pairs of elements of A) and a coclique is a subgraph 
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without edges. An n-claw is a subgraph on n + 1 vertices, one of which is adjacent to all 
the others, while no two other vertices are adjacent. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
Let r be a graph satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Note that, in the presence 
of(i), condition (ii) is equivalent to the requirement that for any two vertices M and fl at 
distance two, the induced subgraph a’nfll is the (disjoint) union of two nonempty 
cliques. Also, that condition (iii) may be sharpened to cl’ $ B’, for if cl’ c p’ and y is 
adjacent to /I but not to a, then a’ny* is connected. 
Step 1: Iffor every two vertices c( and b at distance two 
laLnpLl=2, 
then r is a lattice graph. 
Indeed, in this case each edge is in a unique maximal clique, so for each a the 
subgraph cc‘\ { } cc is a union of cliques, and by (i) a union of precisely two cliques. Now 
it quickly follows that r is a lattice graph. 
Step 2: Iffor certain vertices LY and p at distance two we have 
Ic@npl>2 
and we choose two adjacent vertices y and 6 in cl’nfi’, then (a, /?, y, 6) is contained in 
a subgraph isomorphic to C,. 
Proof: Since y’ $6 I, there is a vertex E which is adjacent to y, and not adjacent to 6. 
Since (y; u, B, E) is not a 3-claw, we may assume that E is adjacent to p. Now E is not 
adjacent to CI, for otherwise a*n/?’ would contain 6, y and E, contradicting (ii). 
Since &n6’ consists of two cliques, there is a vertex 5 of &‘I-# which is non- 
adjacent to /I and y. Since {b;a,B,i} is not a 3-claw, [ is adjacent to ~1. 
Since a’np’ consists of two cliques, there is a vertex q of a’n/?’ which is 
nonadjacent to y and 6. Since {B; 6, E, II} is not a 3-claw, q is adjacent to E, and since 
{a;~, [,q’, is not a 3-claw, 9 is adjacent to [. 
Thus {CI, /I, [, y, v, 6, E} induces a subgraph isomorphic to G. 
- 
Step 3: No 3-coclique has two vertices in a C,. 
- 
Proof: Put C7 = (0, 1,2,3,4,5,6}, where the vertex i is nonadjacent to both i- 1 and 
i + 1 (mod 7). 
- 
If some 3-coclique has two vertices in a C,, we may assume that there is a vertex 
5 such that t is nonadjacent to 0 and 1, and the distance of 5 and 0 is equal to two. 
Choose a vertex q of O1 n [*. Then r] is not adjacent to 1 because (q; 0, 1, {} is not 
a 3-claw. 
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Since (3; 0, 1, r} is not a 3-claw, 4 is not adjacent to 3. Similarly, g is nonadjacent to 
4 and 5. Next, since (6; 3,4, c} is not a 3-claw, < is not adjacent to 6. Similarly, 5 is not 
adjacent to 2. Thus, we have 
tln{O, 1,2,3,4,5,6} =@ 
Since (n; 5, i, i+ l} is not a 3-claw, q is not adjacent to both i and i+ 1. On the other 
hand, since (0; q, i, i + l> is not a 3-claw (2 d id 4), we may assume that 
rfn{O, 1,2,3,4,5,6} = {0,2,4}. 
But then (2; q, 56) is a 3-claw. This is a contradiction. 
Step 4: If r contains a 3-coclique, then r is a lattice graph. 
Proof: Suppose {p, G, r} is a 3-coclique. We may assume that d(p, o)=d(p, 7)=2. 
Let LX and ~1’ be two nonadjacent vertices of p’n7’, and B and p’ be two nonadjacent 
vertices of p ‘cd. Since {c(; p, 0, -c} is not a 3-claw, ~1 is not adjacent to cr. Similarly, ~1’ is
not adjacent to 0. Since {p; CY, /I, p’} is not a 3-claw, CI is adjacent to /I or p’. Therefore 
d(cr, CT)= 2. Similarly, d(E’, a) = 2. Thus, from the start we may assume that 
d(P,a)=d(P,~)=d(o,7)=2. 
We find the following graph, where (a, c1’, o}, { fi, /Y, 7) and {y, y’, p} are 3-cocliques. 
(See Fig. 1.) 
Now it follows that M is not adjacent to both /I and p’, for otherwise, by Step 2, there 
would be a C7 containing { /?, p’, CL, p}, but then the existence of the 3-coclique { fl, /I’, 7} 
contradicts Step 3. Thus, we can assume that CI is adjacent to /I and not to /I’, and that 
a’ is adjacent to p’ and not to /I. Similarly, that /3 is adjacent to y and not to y’, and that 
fi’ is adjacent to y’ and not to y. 
Now, if c1 is adjacent to y then since cl’nal contains the edge {p, y}, it follows from 
Steps 2 and 3 that {a, CJ} is not in a 3-coclique, contradiction. Thus LX is adjacent to y’ 
and not to y, and CI’ is adjacent to y and not to y’. It follows that our nine points induce 
a 3 x 3 lattice graph. (See Fig. 2.) 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2. 
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If 6 is a further vertex, and adjacent to p, then 6 is adjacent to B or p’ because 
{p; p, p, S} is not a 3-claw. Assume that 6 is adjacent to /I. Then 6 is also adjacent to CI. 
For, if 6 is not adjacent to tx, then since cPn8’ contains the edge {p, j?}, {cr, S} is not in 
a 3-coclique. Therefore 6 is adjacent to ~‘,p),a and y. But then cl”na contains the 
path {/I’, 6, y}, contradicting (ii). 
Next, S is not adjacent to t?, for otherwise c&n~” would contain the edge (6,~) 
while {cc, CI’, c} is a 3-coclique, a contradiction. Thus, p’\ { p} is the union of two cliques. 
The set (6, cr, a’} is a 3-coclique, and hence contained in a 3 x 3 lattice graph 
containing {8,/I’, y,p}. Now one immediately sees that r is a m x n lattice graph, 
where m, n 2 3. 
Step 5: If P does not contain a 3-coclique, then P is an N-graph or a 2 x n lattice 
graph, n B 2. 
Proof By Step 1, we may suppose that there are vertices cz and /I at distance two - 
such that la’nf?‘l>2. By Step 2 and the fact that C, is isomorphic to N2 it follows 
that r contains N2. By Zorn’s lemma we may assume that r contains a maximal 
N-graph r (A, <,f), where maximal means that if r also contains an N-graph 
T(A’, <,f’) where AEA’, < = <‘lAxA andf=f’l,, then A=A’. 
We show that, in fact, r = T(A, <, f). 
A cut (A,, A,) of A is an (ordered) partition of A into an initial segment A1 and 
a final segment AZ. Here A, or A2 may be empty. 
Step 5.1. For any vertex p of V\A there exists a cut (A,, A,) of A and an element 
iEZ, such that 
Proof A\p’- is complete since r does not contain 3-cocliques (and nonempty, since 
A contains a 4-cycle), so eitherfis constant on A\p’, orftakes precisely two values 
i and i+ 1 on A\p’, and all elements wheref takes the value i precede those where 
f takes the value i + 1. By replacing the linear order < by another one defining the 
same cyclic order, if necessary, (and revising f accordingly) we may assume that f is 
constant i on A\p’. Now, if a < b CC, where p is adjacent to b andf(a) = i - l,f(b) = i, 
f(c)=i+l, then a’ncLnA has the two components {d(a<d<c, f(d)=i} and 
{d I d < a, f(d) = i + l} u{d I c-cd, f(d) = i- l}, but p has neighbours in both compo- 
nents, contradiction. Thus, if p is adjacent to b, wheref(b) = i, then b is either the first 
or the last element in the ordering. Now by shifting the first element of the ordering to 
the back or the last element to the front, we can obtain the situation where 
A\p’=f -l(i), as was required. 
Step 5.2. Suppose cEA,f(c)=i- 1, PE V\A, and 
A\p’={aJa<c,f(a)=i}u{aIc<a,f(a)=i+l}. 
Then A is not maximal. 
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Proof: In this situation we have p’nA =c’nA, so that we can find a vertex GE V\A 
that is adjacent to c but not to p. Now o1 contains A\$ since r does not contain 
3-cocliques, and by the above, there exists a cut (A,, A,) of A and an element FEZ, 
such that 
We may assume that j# i, and then (after replacing < by > and f by -f if 
necessary) that j = i - 1. Now 
A\al={uIu<c,f(u)=i-l}u{u~c<u,f(u)=i}, 
so that 
But this set is a clique, so we can find a vertex TE V\A adjacent to both p and e but 
not to any of the vertices of Anp”na’. It follows that we may enlarge A by ‘inserting’ 
p,o,z in front of c (so that p<r<a<c) and defining f(p)=i-1, f(r)=i and 
f(a)=i+l. 0 
Step 5.1 tells us that a vertex PE V\A determines a cut; if this cut is not uniquely 
defined then we are in the situation of Step 5.2, which is impossible. Thus, p deter- 
mines a unique cut (A,, A,). If there is no first element after the cut (i.e., no smallest 
element in AZ in case AZ #@, or no smallest element in Ai in case AZ =@) and no last 
element before the cut, then we can insert p into the cyclic order at the position defined 
by the cut and define f(p)= i- 1 (with the i of Step 5.1) so that A is not maximal, 
a contradiction. 
Thus, we can assume that AZ has a smallest element c. Note that f(c) = i + 1. Now 
is a clique, so there is a vertex OE V\A adjacent to p and c but not to any vertex in 
plncLnA. If there is a vertex SEA with b < c,f(b) = i - 1 and b nonadjacent to 0, then 
a’nb’ contains the path { p, a, d}, where d is an element of A with b < d < c,{(d) = i, 
and a is an element of A with c < u,f(u) = i, or with a < b,f(u) = i - 1. (Note that such an 
element a exists since I Al > 4.) This is a contradiction. 
If c has an immediate predecessor d, then f(d) = i, and (a, d) are in the situation of 
(p, c) in Step 5.2, which is impossible. 
But if c does not have an immediate predecessor, then we can insert p, 0 just before 
c (so that p CO < c) and define f( p) = i- 1, f(o) = i and find that A is not maximal. 
Thus, V\A = $ and our theorem is proved. 
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